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1. INTRODUCTION 
A. WEINSTEIN in [S] introduced the concept of fat bundles and pointed out that only a few 
examples were known. He also posed the question of finding all S 3 bundles that are fat over 
S4. Twelve years later Derdzi6ski and Rigas [3] answered that there is just one of them, the 
Hopf bundle. 
In this article we generalize this result. We prove that over a compact, orientable 
4-manifold there is a finite number of S0(4)-principal bundles that admit an SO(3)- 
fat connection. Recall that fatness is necessary for positivity of sectional curvature for the 
Kaluza-Klein type of Riemannian metrics. 
2. DEFINITION OF FATNESS 
We follow [6] for notations and definitions. 
Let P(M, G) be a smooth principal bundle with connection form w and curvature form 
R. If g is the Lie algebra of the group G, then we can get horizontal, scalar-valued 2-forms in 
P taking compositions p 0 R with peg* (the set of real linear functionals in g). 
If H c G is a closed subgroup we will call w H-fat if the form p 0 R is nondegenerate for 
every non-null functional p in the annihilator of h (the Lie algebra of the subgroup H). 
3. SOME KNOWN RESULTS 
Let us review some facts about 4-dimensional oriented Riemannian vector bundles. Let 
P(M, SO(4)) be an SO(4)-principal bundle over a compact, orientable 4-dimensional mani- 
fold M, 5 the associated vector bundle defined by the canonical action of SO(4) in [w4 and 
z the tangent bundle of M. A Riemannian metric in M allows us to define the Hodge star 
operator *: Am+ ~~(5). As ( *)2 = 1, ~~(2) splits as a direct sum of 3-dimensional 
eigenspaces bundles A’, (7) = { u; *u = + u}. We must note that this splitting depends only 
on the conformal structure and orientation on T and is, up to homotopy, independent of the 
conformal structure ([3, p. 4901). If we put in 5 a Riemannian metric, we can make the same 
considerations and we obtain A~(<) = A\:(I$) + A?((). 
Closely related with the above splitting is the fact that the canonical covering map 
Spin(4) N S3 x S3 + SO(4) defines two normal subgroups S: c SO(4). Then we have two 
S0(3)-principal bundles 
SU(3)----$ = Pi -+ M. 
* 
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It is easy to see that P+ is the S0(3)-bundle associated to A”, (t). To make clear this relation 
we shall use the notation P?, = P( A’, 5). 
Now we can recall the results: 
THEOREM 1. ([6, Theorem 7.21). Let P be a principal SO(4)-bundle over a compact 
orientable 4-mantfold M. Denote by 5 the four dimensional vector bundle associated to P. If 
P admits an SO(3):fat connection, then, for properly chosen orientations in 5 and M, A’, (4) is 
isomorphic to A?+ (T). 
The proof of this theorem is based on the fact that the curvature form Sz induces 
a bundle map 0: ~~(2) -+ A'(E). The condition of fatness allows us to prove that 
A: (2) % A:(t). 
The above result can be stated as: 
THEOREM 2. ([3, Theorem 11). Let n: P + M be a principal S0(3)-bundle over a 4- 
manifold M. If P admits a fat horizontal tensorial2-form Sz, then M admits an orientation such 
that P is isomorphic to P( A:(T)). 
To answer the question about the S0(3)-fat bundles over S4, Derdzinski and Rigas 
showed that in the conditions of Theorem 2, for every fat connection, there is a unique 
orientation and conformal structure on M, for which the curvature is self-dual. Then, using 
the ideas of self-duality and the following formulae for characteristic classes ([3, p. 4901) 
P&‘:(i’)) = PI(C) + W5) 
PI( A’(4)) = PI(<) - W4) (I) 
w2(4 (<)) = \+'2(5) 
(where 5 is a Riemannian orientable 4-dimensional vector bundle, p1 is the first Pontrjagin 
class, e is the Euler class and \v2 the second StiefellWhitney class) they proved: 
THEOREM 3. ([3, Theorem 21). Let n: P + M be a principal SO(4)-bundle with an 
S0(3)-fat connection tti over a compact 4-manifold. Then there exist an orientation in M and 
EE{~, -1) such that 
0) Pm, is isomorphic to P( A:(T)), and 
(ii) 0 I IpI(P,)[M]I < jr(M) + 2x(M), s(M) being the signature and x(M) the Euler 
characteristic of M. 
THEOREM 4. ([3, Theorem 31). Let P be a principal SO(4)-bundle over S4 with an 
SO(3)-fat connection. Then P is isomorphic to the principal S0(4)-bundle associated with the 
Hopf 3-sphere bundle S ’ + S4 z WP ‘. 
4. THE FINITENESS THEOREM 
In order to generalize Theorem 4 we shall use a theorem of Dold and Whitney [4] that 
classifies SO(4)-principal bundles over compact 4-manifolds. 
Let 7~: P + M be a principal SO(4)-bundle over a compact orientable 4-manifold with an 
SO(3)-fat connection. By Theorem 3, with properly chosen orientations, we have 
P+ = P(A$(T)) and Ipl(P_)[M]I < 3z(M) + 2x(M). 
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Then we have a finite number of possibilities for pi(P_)[M]. We will prove that there is 
a finite number of SO(3)-bundles Q over M if 1 p1 (Q) [A41 ( is bounded by a fixed number and 
also that P+ and P_ determine the bundle P. This will prove that there is only a finite 
number of SO(4)-principal bundles 71: P + M which admit an S0(3)-fat connection. 
We will use the following simplified version of a theorem of Dold and Whitney [4]. 
THEOREM 5. (Dold-Whitney). Let M be a compact orientable 4-manifold. 
(i) Let P’ and P2 be two SO(3)-principal bundles ouer M. If pl(P’) = pI(P2) and 
wz(P1) = w2(P2) then P’ and P2 are topologically equivalent. 
(ii) Let P’ and P2 be two S0(4)-principal bundles over M. If pl(P’) = pl(P2), 
wz(P’) = w2(P2) and e(P’) = e(P’) then P’ and P2 are topologically equivalent. 
The formulae (I) implies that w2(P_) = wz(P+) = w2( A\: (7)) = w,(t), that is, the second 
Stiefel-Whitney class of the bundle P_ is determined by the manifold M itself. But we have 
a finite number of possibilities of pl(P_) too, then (i) of Theorem 5 implies that there is 
a finite number of possibilities for the S0(3)-bundle P_ . 
Let now P’ and P2 be two S0(4)-principal bundles over M such that 
Pi = P: = P(A:(z)) and P! = P!. If l1 and r2 are respectively, the vector bundles 
associated to P’ and P2 it is easy to see that P! = P( A?(( ‘)) and P! = P( A? (t2)). 
Therefore we have P( A?([‘)) = P( r\?(c2)). 
Let us denote P( A? (4 ‘)) = P( A? (r’)) = i? 
As 
PI(“:((‘)) = PI((‘) + 2e(5l) 
PI(A%‘)) = Pl(5’) - Wc”) 
W2(“:(t1)) = b’2(<‘) 
P&‘:(c2)) = PI(C2) + 2e(t2) 
PI(&~~)) = PI - 2e(t2) 
W2(“: (t2)) = W2(t2) 
then 
P,(tl) = Pl(t2) = +{Pt(A:(z)) +!‘I(&) 
e(C’) = e(t2) = t{Pk(z))- PI(~)) 
w2(5l) = w2(C2) 
and by the Dold-Whitney Theorem we have P’ isomorphic to P2. 
We just proved the following finiteness theorem: 
THEOREM 6. Let M be a compact orientable 4-manifold. The set of SO(4)-principal bundles 
over M, which admit an S0(3)-fat connection, is finite. 
Examples. As was pointed out by Weinstein [6], most of the known examples of 
positively curved manifolds are total spaces of fat bundles. In 1975 Aloff-Wallach [l] 
obtained an infinite family of distinct 7-manifolds admitting positively curved Riemannian 
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structures. These spaces are constructed as follows. Let Tk,, c SU(3) of the form 
exp(2zik0) 
r,,, = exp(2rciM) 
1 : 
) HER 
exp(- 2n(k + I)0) 
lkl + 111 # 0 
The space SU(3) with a metric obtained from the bi-invariant metric induces in 
Mk,I = SU(3)/Tk,, a metric with positive sectional curvature. It is easy to see that the spaces 
M,&I are fiber bundles over @P2 with fibers Lens spaces. Through the bundle 
U(2) -~- SU(3) + C=P2, 
we get the associated bundles 
u1(2)i&,l ~-~- su(3)& = Mk,l + cp2 ([21). 
In the case that k + 1 = 1, we have U(2)/Tk,, g S3 and as there are infinitely many 
topologically distinct spaces M k,I with k + 1 = 1 we obtain infinitely many fat associated 
sphere bundles over CP2 
s3 ---~ Mk,, -+ @P2 k+l=l. 
In the case k = 1 = 1, T,,, is in the center of U(2) E SU(3) and we obtain the SO(3)- 
principal bundle 
SO(3) = U(Z)/T,, 1 ~--- SU(3)/T,, 1 = Ml, I --f @P2. 
This bundle is fat and by Theorem 2 it is isomorphic to the bundle P( A:(T)) for the 
tangential bundle C2 ~~- r + CP2 with an appropriate orientation. If @ 2 --~ 5 + CP2 is 
the vector bundle defined by U(2) --- SU(3) + @P2, we have T and 5 non isomorphic 
because cl(r) = 3 and cl(t) = 1 where cl is the first Chern class. So we get that 
U(2) --- SU(3) -+ @P2 with the canonical connection, defines an SO(4)-bundle over CP2 
with the property of S0(3)-fatness. 
What can we say about the number of other possible SO(4)-bundles over @P2 admitting 
an S0(3)-fat connection? 
By Theorem 3 for every element of such class of bundles SO(4) --- P + CP2, there is an 
appropriate orientation such that 
P+ = P( 6 (r)), 
0 I Ipr(P-)C@P211 < pM&))CQ21 = 32(M) + 204) = 
9 M=@P2 
3 M = cp2 
and 
w2 (Pi 1 = w2 (z). 
(@P’ is the space @P2 with the non-canonical orientation). Then we have the following 
possible set of values for the number 
pr(P-)[CP’l; (0, +l, _+2, f3, f4, +5, _+6, +7, _+g). 
We can eliminate the even values by the use of the formulae (I) and by the following 
reasoning. 
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Let’s suppose that p1(P+)[@P2] = 9 and p1(P_)[@P2] = 2. Then 
9 = p1(P+)[@P2] = p1(P)[@P2] + 2e(P)[@P2] 
2 = pI(P_)[@P2] = p1(P)[@P2] - 2e(P)[@P’] 
which imply 
5 = 2pl(P)[CP2], contradiction with pI(P)[@P2] integer. 
As a result there are at most eight SO(4)-bundles over @P2 that admit an W(3)-fat 
connection. 
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